
Interior Electrics
Windows opens automatically

Problem

In vehicles with remote control, the automatic opening function can be unintentionally activated
at the remote control key.

Left/right electric window opens unintentionally.

Technical background

1. In vehicles with remote control, the automatic opening button can be unintentionally
actuated at the remote control key (for example, when putting the key into the trouser
pocket). Due to the relatively long range, two or all four door windows are opened. If no
door is opened, the vehicle is locked automatically again after a waiting time of approx.
one minute but the door windows remain open.

2. The opening function is activated by unintentional actuation of a window lifter switch on
the driver's side arm rest (for example, with the ball of the hand when getting out of the
vehicle). The relevant window is lowered until the driver's door is closed again (voltage
maintenance terminated when door closed). Due to the arrangement of the window lifter
switches, the passenger's side is mainly affected (front or rear). The opening procedure
is not noticed by the driver getting out of the vehicle. The open window is first noticed
when getting back into the vehicle.

 The basic coding for the central locking system has been increased by a value of "2048" in
comparison with coding described in the Workshop Manual. 

Resolution

In order to exclude an unintentional actuation, the automatic open/close function via remote
control can be deactivated using vcds  by changing the coding of the central locking control unit
(central module comfort system -46-) .

Deactivation of door window automatic open/close function via remote control according to
"Body Self-diagnosis" Workshop Manual for the relevant type. Code for deactivation: "64".
Procedure: Subtract the value "64" from the current code read out using the V.A.G tester and
enter the new code number according to the Workshop Manual.

 

On the following models the function "Comfort opening via remote control" can be deactivated.
The comfort locking via remote control remains active. Change the code via V.A.G 5052, central
module comfort system -46-.

Audi A8 (4E) and Audi A6 (4F)

Switching the function comfort opening/locking on or off through the MMI menu "Car/window".
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Or:

Change the code as desired, e.g. comfort opening through remote control switched off, but
comfort locking remains operational, via adjustment channel 61.

Note:The automatic open/close function via the door lock remains active, as described in the
operating instructions - except Audi A8 (4E) and Audi A6 (4F).

Deactivation of voltage maintenance (USA door logic) - standard from 05/00 - according to
"Body Self-diagnosis" Workshop Manual for the relevant type: Window lifter disconnected from
voltage supply when driver's door opened. Code for USA door logic: "2048" 

Procedure: Add the value "2048" to the current code read out using the V.A.G tester and enter
the new code number according to the Workshop Manual.

Cars Affected: A8 D3 2005
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